Extern Sponsor Comments

“I think it is a great merit of the extern program that the student observes a typical work experience, rather than being subjected to a canned presentation or specially organized show.” ~David Unger ’67

“I have truly enjoyed doing this over the last few years and look forward to many more visits. An excellent program - I wish I had done it when I was a student.” ~Whit Watson ’93

“I think my extern learned about many intangibles – the work environment, company philosophy, and where the company fits in the overall banking industry – and thus will have broader questions and more concerns when evaluating job opportunities.” ~Amy Josephson ’87

“The program is very well-run! I always enjoy the time spent with my students.” ~Jacqueline Birnbaum ’73

“It is always a pleasure to be exposed to intelligent and interested Cornell students!” ~Marc Swerdloff ’77

“I really appreciate how students keep in touch with me after they graduate!” ~Rachel Gellman ’72

“The opportunity to provide realistic information about my field was a very positive experience. Colleague interest was also surprising. The chance to give bright young students career information is more than worth the time and effort required.” ~Paul Allen ’65